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Fit of a Poisson Distribution by the Index of Dispersion
By Masashi OKAMOTO
1. Introduction. To fit a Poisson distribution to a series of small
samples we sometimes calculate for each sample ( x l y ••• ,xn) a statistic,
the so-called index of dispersion,
( i ) %2 = i 2
X
where x stands for the sample mean (cf. R. A. Fisher [1], p. 58). It is
easily verified that, if the sample comes in fact from a Poisson dis-
tribution, the statistic (1) follows asymptotically a %2 distribution with
n — \ degrees of freedom when the location parameter of the Poisson
distribution is sufficiently large. The deviation of the true distribution
from the asymptotic one has been investigated by P. V. Sukhatme \_2~\
experimentally. Aiming at clarifying the matter further, this paper
gives exact formulas for some low moments of (1), while P. G. Hoel [3]
gives expanding forms of them. In the course of evaluating them
there arises a necessity to consider negative moments of a positive
Poisson variate. These moments may be calculated in the same way
that F. F. Stephan £4] proposed concerning negative moments of a
positive Bernoulli variate. Recently the first negative moment has been
tabulated by E. L. Grab and I. R. Savage [5] for some values of the
parameter of the Poisson distribution.
2. Moments of %*. We shall first state two well-known lemmas
which are required later in calculating moments of (1).
Lemma 1. Let random variables xf , i = 1, ••• , ny be distributed
independently according to a Poisson distribution with the location para-
meter \i , respectively. Then the joint conditional distribution of xly - , xn
n
given Σ Xj = X (const.) is the multinomial distribution with probabilities
n^
1
{λf (Σ λ,-)"1, ι = l, ••• , «} and the total number X of repetitions.i=ι
Lemma 2. // ( x 1 9 ~,xn) follows the multinomial distribution with
probabilities ( p^ , , p
n





= 1 for r =
Hence it follows that
E(xi~Xpiγ =
E(xi-XpίY(xj-Xpjγ = X'p. pjil-pi-
Now we must in advance decide how to dispose of the case when
all Λ /S happen to be zeroes. Since (1) is then indeterminate, we may
put it equal to zero or any other value. On the other hand we may
exclude that case and consider the conditional distribution given x
positive. Though it is certain that Sukhatme met with such an instance
in his large-scale experiment, it is not stated explicitly in [2] which
of these alternatives he accepted. It seems to the author that the last
alternative is most suitable not only from the practical point of view,
but from the mathematical one, because, as is seen later, the expressions
for moments of (1) become simplest under this convention.
Theorem. // a random sample comes from a Poisson distribution with
the parameter λ, then under the condition #^>0 it holds that
( 2 )
where
Proof. We shall denote by E and E' the expectation with respact
to X— Σ?-ι χi under the condition X^>0 and that with respect to the
conditional distribution of (x1 , - , xn) given X, respectively. Though
the symbol E is used in two different meanings, there will be no
ambiguity. Since by Lemma 1 the conditional distribution of x{ given
X is binomial with the probability l/n and the repetition number X, it
follows from Lemma 2
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E'(Xt) = X/n ,
E'(Xi-X/n)2 = Xn-l(l-n~l) , i = 1, - , n .
Then
E(%2) = EIE>(%2)-] = E [ J Σ E' (xt <~




Lemmas 1 and 2 imply
ι in I n / H2\ n n2 n2\ n
Substituting these into the last equation, we have
whence
Thus it follows that
Since, being the sum of w independent Poisson variates, X follows itself
a Poisson distribution with the parameter n\ and since E denotes the
expectation under the condition ^Γ>0, it holds that
ϊ^e^ τιτ
where the function / is defined by (3). The proof is now complete.
The determination of first two moments of the statistic %2 is thus
not involved, while the third or the fourth moment is somewhat difficult
to calculate. We shall therefore give the result without proof :
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//3(%2) = 8(n-l)+4(n-l)(n-8)E(X-1)-4(n-l)(n-6)E(X-2),
( ^ ) // (Ύ2\ Λ9(<n.
3. Negative moments of a positive Poisson distribution. If a
Poisson variate is subject to the condition excluding the value zero, it
will be designated the positive Poisson variate, as was done by Stephan
£4] for a Bernoulli variate. This definition was given also by Grab
and Savage [Ί5]. As is seen in equations (2) and (4), the distribution
of %2 is dependent on negative moments of a positive Poisson variate.
These moments tend to zero as the location parameter tends to infinity,
so that moments of any order of %2 tend to the corresponding moments
of the %2 distribution with n— 1 degrees of freedom. Thus they give
the extent of the deviation of the true distribution of %2 from the
approximating %2 distribution. Among them, however, the first negative
moment E(X~1) is most important, because it alone appears in the
expression of the variance which is most important of all moments
except the mean. (The mean is identically equal to n — 1 and needs no
consideration.) A table of E(X~l) for some values of the parameter
was given by Grab and Savage £5]. The author performed some com-
putations independently of them for a range 1 (1) 50 (5) 125. Values
common to two computations coincide completely. Though Grab and
Savage used the defining equation (3) for computing /(<z), it will be
convenient for large values of a to use the factorial series
JL
 =
 yi (*'-!)!*!, .*!(*-!)!





The series (5) is perhaps preferable for n larger than or equal to
15, 20, 25 in order to obtain 5, 7, 9 significant figures of /(#), re-
spectively.









































































































































4. Comments on Sukhatme's experiment. P. V. Sukhatme's data
consist of five tables. Table I represents five samples each of 400 %2's
which are calculated from samples of size n = 5 taken randomly from
Poisson populations with the parameter λ —1, 2, 3, 4 and In Tables II
and IΠ%2's are calculated from samples of n = 10, and 15, respectively,
instead of 5 in Table I above. Tables IV and V are replicates of
Tables II and III, respectively, using new materials, while the latter two
make use of samples used already in Table I. Each table gives the fre-
quency distribution of 400 %2's in contrast with the %2 distribution of n—1
degrees of freedom, whereby the fit is tested by the usual %2 method.
The fit is good except for the first and the second samples in Table I,
the first and the fourth in Table II, and the first and the second in
Table IV. The first samples in Tables I and II show especially remark-
able discrepancy.
Here arise two problems: First, is any of these samples of bad fit
not to be considered exceptional as a random sample notwithstanding
the fact that it was taken randomly from a Poisson population? Second,
is the approximation by the %2 distribution independent of the sample
size n, as Sukhatme asserts?
To give an answer to the first question we calculated the sample
means and variances for Sukhatme's data and compared them with the
theoretical ones (2). Results are shown in Table II, whence we see
that the data conform to (2) very well. This suggests that for small n
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As to the second problem there may be controversy. In so far as
the degree of approximation of a distribution by another is not defined,
the decisive answer will be impossible. Keeping, however, the defini-
tion intact, we shall rely upon low moments, i.e., the mean and the
variance. The means coincide for the true and the theoretical distribu-
tions, while the ratio of variances is smaller than unity by a quantity
depending only on n, so that the approximation may depend only on
n at least in the first approximation. This contradicts Sukhatme's
assertion that the approximation is independent of n. His experiment,
however, seems to favour us.
(Received March 10, 1955)
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